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Abstract

High-performance wireless communications systems allow access to
real-time data located on a high-speed network using portable, low-
power terminals. For a pico-cellular network, a basestation within
each cell serves as the interface between the backbone network and
the various mobile units. A CDMA direct sequence spread-spectrum
transmitter is presented which allows the basestation to provide a
1Mbps downlink to each of 15 portable multimedia terminals within
the cell. The total transmit bandwidth is 41.6MHz centered at a
carrier frequency of 1.056GHz. This design can be easily scaled to
support up to 50 users within a single cell.
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1 Introduction

Society's increasing demands for ubiquitous access to information have stimulated

extensive research in the area of high-speedwirelessdigitalcommunications systems. The

InfoPad research project [Sheng92] proposes a solution which allows access to real-time

multimedia data on a high-speed network using portable, low-power terminals. A

basestation provides the communications interface between the backbonenetwork andthe

multimedia terminals. In order to provide high-quality, full-motion video to each of the

several multimedia terminals, the downlink must provide data rates of up to 2Mbps for

each user in the system.

[Sheng96] describes the system-level architecture of a CDMA direct sequence spread-

spectrum transceiver which is capable of supporting up to 50 users each with a 2Mbps

maximum data rate. The receiver must be low-power and compact since it resides in the

portable, battery-operated terminal. In order to achieve these objectives, monolithic

integration of the receiver is imperative. These constraints, however, do not apply to the

transmitter since it resides in the basestation, and thus, a semi-custom solution is adequate.

This report describes in detail the design and implementation of the CDMA direct

sequence spread-spectrum transmitter. The report is organized into six chapters and one

appendix. This chapter motivates the work presented in this report and provides an

overview of the content. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the system-level

architecture of the CDMA direct sequence spread-spectrum transmitter. This chapter

reviews the architecture of the baseband modulator [Peroulas95] and discusses issues

associated with digital-to-analog conversion. Chapter 3 focuses on different methods of

single-sideband upconversion and concludes with a discussion of the trade-offs between

the various architectures. Chapter 4 presents the final transmitter design and provides a
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detailed description of the implementation procedure, including schematic entry, design

simulation, and printed circuit board layout. A detailed listing of all relevant design files

and directories is tabulated in Appendix A. Chapter 5 concentrates on testing and

measurements. Measured results are compared with simulated results in order to evaluate

the performance of the transmitter testboard. Power and speed measurements are also

presented in this chapter.The chapterconcludes with a discussion of the errorsdiscovered

in the basebandmodulatorchip aswell as the transmitter testboard. A complete description

of all inputs and outputs on the transmitter testboard is tabulated in Appendix A. Finally,

concluding comments as well as a discussion of future directions are presented in Chapter

6.



2 Transmitter Architecture

The CDMAtransmittermust supportan aggregate data rate of lOOMbits/s over a wireless

link. Consequently, the design of sucha system is a nontrivial task. This chapterprovides

a brief overview of the transmitter architecture and discusses some of the implementation

details of the baseband modulator. [Sheng96] provides more detailed discussions of the

overall system architecture, whereas [Peroulas95] describes in detail the baseband

modulator chip which performs the baseband digital processing and pulse-shaping.

2.1. Transmitter System-Level Overview

The transmitter architecture is depicted in Figure 2-1. The first major block is the baseband

modulator chip which processes the digital data from 15 different users. Multiple chips

may be used in parallel to meet the 50 user specification.The data converter block converts

the digital output of the baseband modulator to an analog signal and the single-sideband

modulator block mixes the IF signal to an RF of 1.088GHz. The design and

implementation of the single-sideband upconverter is discussed in detail in the next

chapter.

2.1.1. Baseband Modulator

The following functions are performed in the baseband modulator:

• differential quadrature-phase shift keying (DQPSK) encoding

• Walsh encoding

• pseudo-random number (PN) scrambling

• power control

• raised-cosine filtering

• IF modulation.
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Figure 2-1. System Level Architecture of CDMA Transmitter

2.1.1.1. DQPSK Encoding

In phase shift keying (PSK) modulation techniques, the information is encoded into the

phase of the carrier while the amplitude remains fixed. In QPSK, the signalconstellation



consists of four symbols as depicted in Figure 2-2. The phase values of symbols Aq, Ah

Ai
1 X

Aox ^

X

A2
X

A3

Figure 2-2. QPSK Symbol Constellation

A2, and A3 arerc/4,3rc/4, 5rc/4, and7n/4, respectively, while the magnitudes of all symbols

are equal. The use of absolute position in PSK encoding schemes may result in incorrect

decoding at the receiver due to constellation rotation, e.g., a rotation of n/2 in a QPSK

signal constellation. Constellation rotation may be caused by rapid phase fluctuations in

the channel due to multipath fading as well as frequency offsets between oscillators in the

transmitter and the receiver in the absence of carrier recovery.

This problem may be avoided by using a differential encoding scheme for the phase

information. In DPSK the symbols may be representedby the equation

ttn
Am = ke

where k is a constant and <J>m is determined by

4>m = <L-1+A,



In this system, DQPSK datamodulation is used and Am is determined from the input bits

based on Table 2-1. The input data of each user is presented to the baseband modulator

Table 2-1. DQPSK Encoding of Input Data

MSB LSB Am

0 0 0

0 1 n/2

1 0 3tc/2

1 1 71

chip two bits at a time each at a 1MHz rate. Table 2-2 summarizes the transmitted symbols

if the following bit pairs, (MSB,LSB), are input to the baseband modulator chip: (0,0),

(1,1), (1,0), (1,0), (0,0), (0,1), (1,0). It is assumed that <|>m=0 for m<0.

Table 2-2. Example ofTransmitted Symbols

m (MSB.LSB) Am ♦m
0 (0,0) 0 0

1 0,1) n K

2 (1,0) 371/2 7C/2

3 (1.0) 371/2 0

4 0,1) n 71

5 (0,1) n/2 37C/2

6 (1,0) 3tc/2 K

Finally, the valuesof (|>m need to be encoded digitally. Two bits are required to represent

the fourvalues of <|)m. Table 2-3 summarizes thedigital representation of <t>m. A andB are

Table 2-3. Digital Representation of <j>m

<L (A,B)

0 (0,0)

n/2 (1,0)

n (1,1)
3tc/2 (0,1)

called the in-phase and quadrature-phase components, respectively.

2.1.1.2. Walsh Encoding and PN Scrambling

Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is oneof several multiple access schemes which

may be used to accommodate 50 users. CDMA systems allow multiple users to



simultaneously share the same frequency channel. In aCDMA system each user's data is

encoded withaunique user sequence. These user sequences should bemutually orthogonal

as well as spectrally white. Typical CDMA systems employ pseudorandom sequences,

which operate at a rate much higher than the symbol rate, for data encoding. Thus,

modulation by these pseudorandom sequences results in a transmission bandwidth which

is much greater than the bandwidth dictated by the symbol rate. The spread-spectrum

natureof CDMA results in increased immunity to frequency-selective multipath fading as

well as jamming.

Although pseudorandom sequences with good autocorrelation properties may be easily

generated, such sequences usually exhibit poor cross-correlation which is necessary in

order to distinguish between different users in a CDMA system. One strategy is to first

encodeeachuser's data with auser-specific codewhichis guaranteed to be orthogonal but

not necessarily spectrally white. A common pseudorandom sequence is then applied for

spectral whitening. One set of orthogonal codes is called the Walsh codes. These codes

have a cross-correlation equal to zero and an autocorrelation equal to the length of the

Walsh codes. The Walsh sequences in this system are length 64 andclocked at a 64MHz

rate. Each useris assigned aunique Walsh sequence which is used to encodeboth in-phase

and quadrature-phase data, both of which are clocked at 1MHz. Walshcode zero, whichis

simply a DC signal, is reserved for the pilot tone. The pilot tone is used for various

functions such as clock recovery and channel estimation.

Finally, although the 1MHz data signal is spectrally spread to abandwidth of 64MHz, the

resulting signal is not pseudorandom. Many advantages of spread-spectrum

communications are direct consequences of the pseudorandom nature of the transmitted

signal. Thus, Walsh coding must be followed by PN scrambling. The same 64MHz

pseudorandom sequence of length 32768 is used to encode the in-phase and quadrature-

phase data of all users. Since thesame pseudorandom sequence is used for all users, it may

seem more efficient to implement the PN scrambling after the data of all users are

combined. Since the combiner employs a two's complement number representation, such

an implementation of the PN scrambling after the combiner would also require the use of

a two's complement number representation. Multiplication with the pseudorandom

7



sequence, which consists of the values +1 and -1, may be performed much more efficiently

by using a sign and magnitude number representation since multiplication by -1 simply

requires toggling the sign bit. In contrast, multiplication by -1 in a two's complement

number representation requires forming the bitwise complement and then adding one. The

increased switching activity associated with negation of a two's complement number

results in greater power consumption [Chandrakasan94]. Thus, PN scrambling is

performed on the in-phase and quadrature-phase data of all users before the combiner.

2.1.1.3. Power Control

If the basestation transmits the data of all users at the same power level, then receivers

which are near the basestation receive a much stronger signal than those which are further

away. Powercontrol allowsall users to receivethe samesignalstrengthby controllingthe

power level of each user at the basestation. For example, data associated with receivers

which are closer to the basestation are transmitted with a lower power level than those

associated with receivers which are further away.

Six bits of powercontrol are available for each useras well as for the pilot tone. Both in-

phase and quadrature-phase data from the PN scrambler are multiplied by the power

control value.The data from all 15usersand the pilot tone are then combinedinto two 10-

bit data streams: one for in-phase dataandoneforquadrature-phase data. The combiner is

followed by a multiplier which is used to scalethe output signal. The 4-bit scaling factor

guarantees full-scale inputs to the raised-cosine filters.

2.1.1.4. Raised-Cosine Filtering

A raised-cosine filter is used to avoid intersymbol interference. The raised-cosine pulse is

given by

HrJ cosl—J
*(0 = 5f f2aA2



where a is called the rolloff parameter and T is the symbol period. For a=0, x(t)

degenerates to a sine pulse which has a bandwidth of./=l/T. As a varies from 0 to 1, the

excess bandwidth varies from 0% to 100%. Although the tails of the pulses are infinite in

extent for all values of a, as a increases, the magnitude of the tails becomes increasingly

small. Thus, raised-cosine filters may be approximated as FIR filters by truncation of the

sequence.

Two identical raised-cosine filters with 30% excess bandwidth are used in this transceiver

system: one for the in-phase data and one for the quadrature-phase data. The number of

filter taps, tap coefficient quantization as well as internal roundoff noise are optimized to

meet a40dB out-of-band rejection specification.The resulting filters each have 37 taps, all

of which are quantized to three bits. Implementation details for these filters may be found

in [Peroulas95].

In orderto implement the raised-cosine filter with 30%excessbandwidth,anoversampling

ratio of at least two is required. A large oversampling ratio is desirable since the rolloff

requirement of the subsequent lowpass filter is less stringent. In addition, a large

oversampling ratio minimizes thedroop distortion introduced by the subsequent digital-to-

analog converter, and thus eliminates the need for a droop compensation filter. However,

a large oversampling ratio also results in clockrates which may be excessively high to be

practically implemented using current process technology. An oversampling ratio of four

is used in this transceiver system, resulting in an effective filter output data rate of

256MHz.

A direct implementation of the 256MHz FIR filters results in the filter structures depicted

in Figure 2-3, where ao-a36 are the 37 tap coefficients. The calculation along the critical

path of one multiplier and 36 adders must beaccomplished under 4ns, which is impossible

using current process technology. A practical realization must take advantage of

parallelism as well as pipelining [Samueli90]. Parallelization of the filter structure is a

direct consequence of oversampling the input data. Upsampling by four is achieved by

inserting three zeros between every input sample. Thus, if the inputs to the shaded delay

elements in Figure 2-3 have non-zero values, then the inputs to the non-shaded delay



I input

I output

Q input

Q output

Figure2-3.Direct Implementation of 256MHz37-Tap Raised-Cosine Filter

elements are identically equal to zero. Multiplication by zero is trivial and does not need

to be computed. The implication is that the 256MHz FIR filter may be divided into four

parallel 64MHz subfilters as depicted in Figure 2-4. Since the in-phase and quadrature-

input input

output]

input input

output2

output3 ^-" ^" ~~ output4

Figure2-4.Implementation of 256MhzRaised-Cosine FilterusingFourParallel 64MHz Subfilters

phase filters are identical, onlyonesetof four subfilters is depicted. The output of the four

subfilters may be interleaved using a multiplexer to generate the desired 256MHz output

stream. The output of each subfilter consists of ten bits, which is determined by the

capability of current digital-to-analog converters. Current high performance ECL
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compatible digital-to-analog converters which operatein excess of 200MHz are limited to

a maximum of ten input bits.

The critical path delay for the four subfilters is still greater than 4ns. For the first subfilter,

the critical path consists ofone multiplier and nine adders, and for the other three subfilters,

the critical path consists of one multiplier and eight adders. A practical realization of the

four subfilters must take advantage of pipelining. An example of a pipelined

implementation ofan FIR filter is illustratedin Figure 2-5. The critical path is now reduced

input

o subfilter 1

o subfilter 2

• subfilter 3

• subfilter 4

Figure 2-6. Truncated Raised-Cosine Pulse

11

- output

Figure 2-5. Pipelined Implementation of FIR Filter

to one multiplier and one adder at the expense of increased latency. Also since the tap

coefficients are fixed, a general purpose multiplier is not required. Instead eachmultiplier

may be replacedby a series of fixed shifts.

Additional hardware simplifications may be achieved by observing the truncated raised-

cosine time-domain response. The assignment of the tapcoefficients to the four subfilters

is indicated in Figure 2-6.The third subfilter maybe simplified to a simpledelay sinceall



but one coefficient are equal to zero. Also, the tap coefficients of the first filter are

symmetric. Asa result thisten-tap filter may beimplemented using only five physical taps.

2.1.1.5. IF Modulation

Digital modulation of the baseband signal to an intermediate frequency before analog

modulation to RF for transmission has two majoradvantages. First, since the digital data

no longer hasspectral energy at DC, AC coupling may be used in all subsequent stages in

orderto minimize datacorruption from DCoffsets aswell as lowfrequency noise. Second,

LO feedthrough in the analog mixers does notappear in theRFsignal spectrum dueto the

IF offset.

Digital modulation may be performed by a direct digital frequency synthesizer (DDFS)

[Nicholas91]. The main disadvantage of such an approach is the need for high-speed

digitalmultipliers and adders. However, significant hardware reductions maybe achieved

by selecting an IF centerfrequency equalto 1/4thesampling frequency. In fact, in addition

to eliminatingthe need for a DDFS, the hardware complexity of the raised-cosine filter is

also reduced by a factor of two. Instead of requiring eight subfilters for the in-phase and

quadrature-phase data, only four subfilters are required.

Figure 2-7a illustrates the IF modulation process. The in-phase and quadrature-phasedata

are multiplied by cos[27m/4] and sin[27tn/4], respectively. The digital mixers may be

moved in front of the multiplexers as illustrated in Figure2-7b. Since all even samplesof

cos[27tn/4] and all odd samples of sin[27tn/4] are equal to zero, the second and third

subfilters for the in-phase data and the first and third subfilters for the quadrature phase

data may be eliminated. In addition, multiplication by ±1 may be incorporated into the tap

coefficients of the remaining subfilters without the need for additional hardware. Finally,

since all even samples of the in-phase data output and all odd samples of the quadrature-

phase data output are equal to zero, the two data streams may be combined using one

multiplexer instead of four adders as illustrated in Figure 2-7c. In addition, since the in-

phase and quadrature-phase data streams are combined to form one data stream, only one

digital-to-analog converter is required.

12
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Figure 2-7. IF Modulation

(a)Modulation by/s/4; (b)Combining Modulation Process withRaised-Cosine Subfilters;
(c) Final Architecture

Although IF modulation significantly simplifies the hardware for the raised-cosine filter,

it alsocomplicates the architecture required to modulate the signal to RF fortransmission.

As illustrated in Figure 2-8a, acomplexbaseband signal may be upconverted to RF simply

by multiplying thein-phase and quadrature-phase components by cos[2nfct] and sin[27r/ct],

respectively, where fc is the carrier frequency. However, multiplication of the IF

modulated signal by cos[27c(/c-/IF)t] results in anundesired sideband at/c-2/IF, where/n? is

the IF center frequency 64MHz. Correct modulation of the IF signal requires single-

sideband upconversion techniques which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 2-8. RF Modulation

(a) Direct Quadrature Upconversion of Baseband Signal; (b) Incorrect Modulation of IF
Signal

2.1.2. Data Converter

The data converter block is responsible for converting the digital output of the baseband

modulator chip to an analog signal for input to the single-sideband upconversion block.

The following functions are performed in the data converter block:

• data combining

• digital-to-analog conversion

• droop compensation

• lowpass filter.

The specific implementation of these functions depends on the strategy used for single-

sideband upconversion.
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2.1.2.1. Data Combining

Except for the output of -Filter 5, each output of the other three subfilters consists of ten

bits. The output of -Filter 3 consists of nine bits. As already mentioned, this subfilter may

be simplified to a simple delay. The maximum absolute value ofthe output for this subfilter

is less than twice that of the other three subfilters. Since a two's complement number

representation is used, only nine bits are required and the tenth bit is determined by sign

extension. As indicated in Figure 2-7c, the outputs of the four subfilters must be combined

using a multiplexer. This multiplexer is not implemented within the baseband modulator

chip in order to increase flexibility in the data combining strategy.

2.1.2.2. Digital-to-Analog Conversion and Droop Compensation

High performanceECL digital-to-analog converters are required in order to meet the 10-

bit, 256MHz specification. All digital-to-analog converters introduce droop distortion

resulting from zero-order hold reconstruction. The magnitude frequency response of a

zero-order hold filter is given by

\H(j®)\ =
CO

2

At co=tc/T, the amplitude attenuation is 3.92dB. The severity of the amplitude distortion

depends on thebandwidth of the desired signal and the sampling period of the analog-to-

digital converter. Alarge oversampling ratio results inless distortion in thefrequency band

of interest, and as a result, a droop compensationfilter may not be necessary.

When the performance degradation due todroop istoo severe, adroop compensation filter

is required before or after the digital-to-analog converter. Thefrequency response of the

compensation filter is simply the inverse ofthe zero-order hold filter response. Traditional

implementations incorporate the droop compensation filter with the analog lowpass filter

which follows the digital-to-analog converter. The main disadvantage of an analog

approach is that the compensation filter is fixed-tuned to a specific sampling frequency.

The droop compensation filter may also be implemented as a digital FIRfilter before the
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digital-to-analog converter. This approach allows for droop compensation at any sampling

frequency by simply adjusting the clock rate of the digital filter. However, this filter must

operate at the sampling frequency of the digital-to-analog converter. Such high-speed

filters, although they consume a significant amount of power, are realizable using current

submicron CMOS processes [Lin90].

2.1.2.3. Lowpass Filter

Finally, the spectral output from the digital-to-analog converter contains copies of the

baseband spectrum at multiples of the sampling frequency. Although these copies are

attenuated by the droop response of the digital-to-analog converter, an additional lowpass

filter is necessary to further reject out-of-band components. Figure 2-9 illustrates the

frequency spectrum after the digital-to-analog converter. The lowpass filter must have a

droop distortion from DAC

/s = 256MHz

nfs / / 2ni: w

lowpass filter response

2nfs co

Figure 2-9. Lowpass Filter after Digital-to-Analog Converter

single-sided passband of 105.6MHz and at least 40dB of attenuation after 150.4MHz.

Lowpass filters with these specifications are commercially available [Mini-Circuits92].
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3 Single-Sideband Upconversion

The output of the baseband modulator chip consists of four 64MHz data streams: two for

in-phase data and two for quadrature-phase data. A multiplexer combines the four data

streams into one 256MHz data stream. The frequency response of the 256MHz data stream

is illustrated in Figure 3-1. The in-phase and quadrature-phase data are modulated to a

/s = 256MHz

7l/s CO

Figure 3-1. Frequency Response of Multiplexed Baseband Modulator Output

digital IF of 64MHz and may be represented by the following equation:

YIF(t) = I(t)cos2n{64MHz)t + Q(t)sin2n(64MHz)t

17



The spectrum of the desired signal for transmission at the RF of 1.088GHz appears in

Figure 3-2. Direct upconversion by 1.024GHz of the EF signal results in an incorrect

Re

1.088G /(Hz)

Im

Figure 3-2. Frequency Response of Desired RF Output Signal

spectrum at RF due to the presence of lower sidebands located at 960MHz and -960MHz:

YRF(t) = [/(Ocos27t/IF/ + G(Osin2ji/IF/]xcos2n/c/, /IF = 64MHz,/c = 1024MHz

YRF(t) =|[/(/)cos2jr(/c+/n,)r+O(0sin2jt(/c+/IF)/] +
desired signal

|[/(0cos27C(/c-/IF)r +G(0sin2ji(/c-/iF)/]
undesired lower sideband

At least 40dB of sideband rejection is desirable in order to meet typical FCC out-of-band

transmission rejection requirements. In order to achieve this sideband rejection, single-

sideband upconversion is necessary. Three methods of single-sideband upconversion are

listed below:

• filter method

• phase-shift method

• Weaver method.

The advantages and disadvantages of each method are discussed.
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3.1. Single-Sideband Upconversion

3.1.1. Filter Method

The filter method is the most simple of the three methods. The block diagram of a possible

implementation is illustrated in Figure 3-3. This method requires only one mixer and one

IF input

cos27i(1.024GHz)t

Re

RF output

undesired sideband

\

BPF response

8G -960M M 1.088G /(Hz)

Im

Figure 3-3. Filter Method

bandpass filter. The required bandpass filter has a passband of 83.2MHz centered at

1.088GHz. In addition, 40dB of attenuation is required within a 44.8MHz transition band,

which is about 4% of the passband center frequency.

Several different types of bandpass filtersexist. Tunable LC filters are attractive since they

have center frequencies which may be adjusted for use with different carrier frequencies.

However, the stopband attenuation of LC filters with center frequencies in excess of 1GHz

falls well short of the desired 40dB rejection requirement. Mechanical resonance filters,

such as ceramic resonators and SAW filters, offer high stopband rejection but are restricted

to center frequencies under 1GHz. Finally, electrical resonance filters offer the high

selectivity of mechanical resonance filters but also operate at center frequencies in excess

of 1GHz. The characteristics of a custom eight-pole combline filter which meets the

desired bandpass specifications for this application are tabulated in Table 3-1. The use of

Table 3-1. Combline Filter Characteristics

center frequency 1.088GHz

passband (-0.1dB ripple bandwidth) 1.046GHz- 1.130GHz
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Table 3-1. Combline Filter Characteristics

attenuation at 1.0016GHz 44dB

attenuation at 1.1744GHz 53dB

insertion loss 0.6dB

dimensions 2.1inx 1.5inx8.85in

electrical resonance filters is impractical for two major reasons. First, the center frequency

of such a filter is not tunable.Since sampling demodulation is used as the downconversion

technique in the receiver, the choice of systemcarrier frequency depends on the baseband

sampling rate [Sheng96]. The desired bandpass filter specifications indicated above

assume a baseband sampling rate of 64MHz and a carrier frequency of 1.088GHz. For

different baseband sampling rates, the passband and stopband requirements of the

bandpass filter also change. The second major disadvantage is the physical size of

electrical resonance filters. The dimensions of the combline filter mentioned above is 2.1in

x 1.5in x 8.85in. Thus, although the filter method is the most simple design, its

implementation is impractical.

3.1.2. Phase-Shift Method

The phase-shift method is another way to achieve single-sideband upconversion. A block

diagram of this method is illustrated in Figure 3-4. This method requires two mixers, an

cos27i(1.024GHz)t

IF input —

Hilbert

Transform

B

sin27c(1.024GHz)t

Figure 3-4. Phase-Shift Method
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RF power combiner, and a Hilbert transformer. The Hilbert transformer is a wideband 90c

power splitter defined as follows:

//(co) = ;, co>0

-/*, co< 0

The frequency response at points A, B, C, and D are illustrated in Figure 3-5. This method

/(Hz)

Re

8G -960M M 1.088G /(Hz)

Im

Re

-960M

1.088G /(Hz)

Im

Re

D:

1.088G /(Hz)

Im

Figure 3-5. Frequency Response at Various Points for Phase-Shift Method

of single-sideband upconversion relies on the cancellation of the lower sideband. However,

perfect cancellation is impossible in practical implementations due to amplitude and phase
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mismatches in the two mixers as well as in the Hilbert transformer. The input signal may

be expressed as

I(t)cos[2n(64MHz)t] + Q(t)sin[2n(64MHz)t]

If a practical implementation of the Hilbert transformer results in a maximum amplitude

difference from unity of 5h and a maximum phase difference from 90° of $& then the

output of the Hilbert transformer may be expressed as

(\ + bH){-I(t)sm[2n(64MHz)t + ^H] + Q(t)cos[2n(64MHz)t + ^H]}

If the maximum amplitude mismatch in the two mixers is &m and the maximum phase

mismatch from quadrature is <|>M, then the output signal from the in-phase mixer is given

by

Ul(t)cos[2n(lOSSMHz)t] +j2(Osin[27t(1088Mtfz)/] +I(t)cos[2n(960MHz)t] +Q(t)sm[2n(960MHz)t)}

and the output from the quadrature-phase mixer is

(1 +8w){-/(/)sin[2jc(64M//z)r +(j>w] +Q(t)cos[2n(MMHz)t +$„]} x (1 +8w)sin[2it(1024Mffz)/ +<j>w]

= 5(1 +5W)(1 +SM){I(t)cos[2n(\OZMHz)t +$H +tyM] +Q(t)sm[2n(lOZSMHz)t +$H +$M]-

l(t)cos[2n(9WMHz)t + $H- $M) - Q(t)sin[2n(9G0MHz)t + $H- $M]}

= 1(1 +BH)(\ +6M){cos[27t(1088M//z)/][/(Ocos(<J>w +«J>Af) +e(Osin(({)w +<|>A/)] +
sin[2K(\0SMHz)t][Q(t)cos($H + $M)-I(t)sinWH + $M)]-

cos[2n(960MHz)t][I(t)cos($H-$M) + Q(t)sin($H-$M)]-

sm[2n(960MHz)t][Q(t)cos($H-$M)-I(t)sm($H-$M)]}
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Thus, after the outputs of the in-phaseandquadrature-phase mixers are combined, residual

energy in the sidelobe centered at 960MHz remains. In addition, interference from the

quadrature-phase component appears in the in-phase sidelobe centered at 1.088GHz and

interference from the in-phase component appears in the quadrature-phase sidelobe

centered at 1.088GHz. A typical value of amplitude imbalance for a monolithic QPSK

modulator is ±1.0dB [Hewlett-Packard93] and a typical value of phase imbalance for a

quadrature clock generator is ±2.0° [Mini-Circuits92]. A typical 90° power splitter

exhibits ±1.2 dB of amplitudeimbalanceand ±2.0 ° of phase imbalance [Mini-Circuits92].

For a voltage swing of IV, l8Hl=130mV, l<|>Hl=2.0o, lo^lOOmV, and l<|)Ml=2.0o, resulting

in about 20dB of sideband rejection. It is possible to increase the sideband rejection to

about 35dB by adjusting the amplitude of the in-phase and quadrature-phase input signals

to the QPSK modulator. Additional sideband rejection may be obtained by using a

highpass filter after the RF power combiner.

The most difficult aspect of using the phase-shift method for this application is

implementationof a Hilbert transformerwhichoperatesbetween 22.4MHz and 105.6MHz

(130% of the center frequency) with a phase imbalance no greater than 2.0°. Commercially

available 90° power splitters which meet this specification do not exist. The next two

sections discuss custom implementations of the Hilbert transformer. The first section

focuses on analog implementations whereas the second section discusses digital

implementations.

3.1.2.1. Hilbert Transformer: Analog Implementations

The main advantage of performingthe Hilbert transformin the analog domain is that only

one digital-to-analog converter is required for the entire transmitter. However, the

realization of a Hilbert transformer with constant amplitude and phase outputs from

22.4MHz to 105.6MHz is nontrivial.

3.1.2.1.1. RLC Phase-Splitter Circuit

One passive network which producesin-phaseand quadrature-phase outputs is depicted in

Figure 3-6 [Luck49]. Selecting co1=2tc(22.4MHz) and (&2=2n(105.6MHz) gives
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Figure 3-6. RLC Phase-Splitter Circuit

co0=27t.(48.6MHz) and r=2.17. The phase difference \f between Vx and VQ is related to the

frequency co through the following equation:

tan-y
Q\ rA©0 co

1 (r_!Y_4+(«+2!»T}2 v r; Vco0 co;
G

Selecting the phase difference to be 90°atco=co0 results in the following expression for Q

as a function of r:

Q =
Ji-l

1
r —

r

The corresponding value for Qis 0.242. A plot of y as a function of/is given in Figure 3-

7. Themaximum phase variation from 90° for this case is about 5°, which is toohigh if the

desired sideband rejection of 40dB is to be achieved. The phase variation over the

frequency band of interest may bedecreased by using adifferent setof values for/0, r,and

Q.A plot of \|/ as a function of/for/0=48.6MHz, r=1.9, and Q=0.302 appears in Figure 3-

8. The maximum phase variation from 90° for this case is only about 1°. Although this

implementation of the Hilbert transformer appears very attractive due to the theoretical
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/(MHz)

Figure 3-7. RLC Phase-Splitter \|fResponse (fc=48.6MHz, r=2.17,Q=0.242)

V (degrees)

/(MHz)

Figure 3-8. RLC Phase-Splitter \|/ Response (f0=48.6MHz, r=1.9, Q=0302)

phase imbalance of only 1°, two major drawbacks exist: non-constant phase relationship

of individual outputs; and component value variation and mismatch.
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The phase dependence on frequency for both outputs is given below:

2T/ Vrco co0;

2V/ ^rco co0

<(>! and <1>q for/0=48.6MHz, r=1.9, and Q=0.302 are plotted in Figure 3-9. Although <|>q is

^,,<1»q (degrees)

100

50

V

$Q

40 50 «o ^i*^

-50

$1

-100

/(MHz)

Figure 3-9. RLC Phase-Splitter ft and <|>q Response (/"0=48.6MHz, r=1.9, Q=0.302)

offset from <|>i by 90° acrossthe entire band of interest, the individual phase curves arenot

constant, resulting in non-constant phase offsets across the entire frequency band. The

magnitudes of Vj and Vq are equal to half the input voltage magnitude across the entire

frequency band.

The implementation of this method is limited to the use of discrete components since a

monolithic approach is not available. If a lOOnH surface mount inductor with a 5%

tolerance [Digi-Key96] is used for Lj and L2, then the following component values are

required for/0=48.6MHz, r=1.9, and Q=0.302: Rj=53.2a, R2=192.1Q, C!=387pF, and

C2=29.7pF. SPICE simulation using the abovecomponent values results in the plots shown
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in Figure 3-10. The SPICE results agree well with predicted performance. However, the

Phase (°)

100 -

RLC Phase-Splitter: Phase Response

RLC Phase-Splitter: Phase Difference
Phase Difference (°)

90.55 -

100 f(Mhz)

f(MHz)

Figure 3-10. RLCPhase-Splitter Simulated Response 0^=53.20, R2=192.1Q, C!=387pF, C2=29.7pF,
L1=100nH,L2=100nH)

component values used for this simulation are not commercially available, and in addition,
this simulation does nottake into account component tolerances. Minimization of parasitic

resistance, capacitances and inductances requires the use of surface mount components

with very small form factors, such as obtained in a 0603 package. Resistors with 1%

tolerance are commercially available with values 53.6ft and 191ft [Digi-Key96].
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Capacitors with 10% tolerance are commercially available with values 390pF and 27pF

[Digi-Key96]. SPICE simulation of the RLC phase-splitter circuit using commercially

available values results in the plots shown in Figure 3-11. For this case, the maximum

RLC Phase-Splitter: Phase Response

Phase Difference (°)

97.0 -

95.5 -

94.0 -

92.5

RLC Phase-Splitter: Phase Difference

iiii

"i 1 1 r

f(MHz)

f(MHz)

Figure 3-11. RLC Phase-Splitter Simulated Response with Commercially Available Component
Values (R!=53.6Q, R2=191£, C,=390pF, C2=27pF, L^lOOnH, L^lOOnH)

phase variation from quadrature is about 7°. Thus, the RLC phase-splitter network is very
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sensitive to component value deviations and is not amenable to discrete component

realizations.

3.1.2.1.1. Asymmetric Polyphase Networks

The most simple asymmetric polyphase network is the RC-CR structure depicted in

Figure3-12a. The voltage gain is unity for all frequencies and the phase of V0 is offset

ci

*i
Vo = 1-jGiRC
Vin 1+jaRC

V- +vin -

F~~^
-V,+ -Vn+

** c±

R f C^r
5-v,-

R

-V,

f

(a) (b)

Figure 3-12. RC-CR Structure

(a) Single-Ended; (b) Differential; (c) Differential (Redrawn)

^VV^-Vf

(c)

from that of Vin by 90° at (0=1/RC. A differential version of the RC-CR structure is

depicted in Figure 3-12b. The differential output voltage VQ=VQ+-VQ" isoffset from the

differential output voltage VpV^-Vf by 90° at all frequencies and the amplitude ofboth

output voltages is \/j2 times that ofthe input voltage atco=l/RC. The results ofaSPICE

simulation for R=4.97kfl and C=0.5pF are depicted in Figure 3-13. As seen in the SPICE

results, perfect quadrature is maintained across the entire frequency band. However, the

phase response ofthe individual outputs is not constant. SPICE results also confirm that

the gain isequal to \lj2 at ©=1/RC and for a IV input the maximum output amplitude

mismatch is about 600mV. Figure 3-12c depicts a redrawn version ofthesame differential

RC-CR network shown in Figure 3-12b.

Amajor disadvantage ofthe differential RC-CR polyphase network is that output voltage

amplitudes are equal at only one frequency. One solution is to cascade multiple stages as
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Single-stage Polyphase Filter: Magnitude Response
Magnitude (mV
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Figure 3-13. SPICE Simulation of Single-Stage Asymmetric Polyphase Filter (R=4.97kQ, C=0.5pF)

depicted in Figure 3-14 [Gingell73][West91][Crols95]. Each stage contributes a pole at

s=l/RxCx and a zero at s=-l/RxCx. SPICE simulation for a two-stage asymmetric

polyphase filter with Ri=R2=4.97kft and Ci=C2=®5pF results in the plots depicted in

Figure 3-15. Again, perfect quadrature is maintained across the entire frequency band.

However, for a IV input voltage, the maximum output amplitude mismatch is now about
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Figure 3-14. N-Stage Asymmetric Polyphase Filter

250mV. This mismatch may be decreased further by cascading additional filter stages.

However, the insertion loss is directly proportional to the number of cascaded stages, and

thus, the output signals may requireamplification if many stages are used. Another way to

decrease the amplitude mismatch is byselecting different values for o^ ando^. Theresults

of a SPICE simulation for a two-stage asymmetric polyphase filter with R!=14.21kn,

R2=3.01kfi, and C1=C2=0-5PF ^ depicted in Figure 3-16. For this case, the maximum

amplitude mismatch is about lOOmV. The best amplitude mismatch is achieved by using

multiple stages and selecting cox=l/RxCx of each stage tobe a different value.

Although perfect quadrature is maintained over the entire frequency band, the individual

phase response ofeach output varies as much as 40° over about 85MHz. Due to the non-

constant phase response of these asymmetric polyphase filters, their utility is limited to

narrow-band applications, such as generating in-phase and quadrature-phase LO signals.

3.1.2.2. Hilbert Transformer: Digital Implementations

The main disadvantage ofimplementing the Hilbert transform inthe digital domain isthat

two digital-to-analog converters are required for the complete transmitter circuitry.
However, since the transmitter resides in the basestation, the additional power

consumption is not critical.

3.1.2.2.1. Post-Modulator Double-Sideband to Single-Sideband Converter

Multiplexing the in-phase and quadrature-phase output data streams from the baseband
modulator results in a single 256MHz digital data stream, and thus, a 256MHz digital
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Two-Stage Polyphase Filter: Magnitude Response
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Figure 3-15. SPICE Simulation ofTwo-Stage Asymmetric Polyphase Filter (R1=R2=4.97kfl,
Ci^sO-SpF)

Hilbert transformer is required. Digital Hilbert transformers have been designed which

operate at frequencies as high as 300MHz [Hawley95].
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Two-Stage Polyphase Filter: Magnitude Response
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Figure 3-16. SPICE Simulation ofTwo-Stage Asymmetric Polyphase FUter (R^UAlkQ, R2=3.01kG,
C!=C2=0.5pF)

The frequency response of an ideal Hilbert transformer is given by

//(co) = e K2J
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and the corresponding time domain impulse response is givenby

0 /i = 0

h[n] =' sin2(rcn/2) _
nn/2

The ideal transform is not physically realizable since it is noncausal and of infinite

duration. A practical realization requires windowing and shifting the sequence, resulting

in a finite andcausal impulse response. However, such an implementation results in finite

stopband energy as well as passband ripple. The number of taps as well as coefficient

quantization and internal number representation must be optimized in order to minimize

passband ripple and energy in the stopband.

Onewayof interpreting the output of theHilbert transformer is that it is a sequence similar

to the input but phase shifted by 90°. For example, the in-phase data is multiplied by

cos[27cn/4] in the baseband modulator chip. Since cos[27m/4] is equal to zero for all odd

values of n, these values of the in-phasedata neednot be computedand are discarded.The

function of the Hilbert transformer is to determine the values at these discarded points. This

interpretation of the output of the Hilbert transformer suggests a more efficient way of

performing single-sideband upconversion,which will be discussed in the next section.

3.1.2.2.2. Incorporation of Digital Hilbert Transformer within Baseband Modulator

The baseband modulator chip incorporates two important design simplifications. First,

since both in-phase and quadrature-phase data sequences are oversampled by a factor of

four, each corresponding 256MHz raised-cosine filter may be divided into four parallel

subfilters each operating at 64MHz. Second, the in-phase and quadrature-phase data

streams are modulated by cos[27tn/4] and sin[2icn/4], respectively. Since all odd samples

of cos[27m/4] are equal to zero and all even samples of sin[27in/4] are equal to zero, the

corresponding subfilters may be eliminated, and thus, only two parallel filters each

operating at 64MHz are required for each 256MHz raised-cosine filter.

The outputs of the baseband modulator chip are I[n]cos[27m/4] and Q[n]sin[27m/4]. The

Hilbert transforms of these two signal streams are I[n]sin[2jm/4] and -Q[n]cos[2rcn/4].
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Thus, the function of the post-modulator digital Hilbert transform is to reconstruct the

samples of the in-phase and quadrature-phase data which have been discarded. Instead, of

reconstructing the values of I[n]sin[2nn/4] and -Q[n]cos[27in/4] with a post-modulator

Hilbert transformer, these values may be generated directly within the baseband modulator

chip. The architectureis depicted in Figure 3-17. The signal I[n]cos[27m/4]+Q[n]sin[27cn/

Qdata

—( FUter l}

ida* I—fea)—@> —
<8>(Filter 3)

—(KJ^rT)—(x)

lEaterl)

^Falter?)

—(Filter 4) (X)

Chip Boundary

I[n]cos[27in/4]+Q[n]sin[2nn/4]

HE}

( DAC \
3sr27tn/4TV SI[n]sin[27cn/4]-Q[n]cos[27Cn/4]

I[n]cos[27in/4]+Q[n]sin[27tn/4]

I[n]sin[2jcn/4]-Q[n]cos[27tn/4]

cos[2n(1.024GHz)t]

f

JL RF Output

1

sin[2jt(1.024GHz)t]

Figure 3-17. Architecture of Hilbert Transform Incorporated within Baseband Modulator Chip

4] along the signal path denoted by the solid lines is identical the output of the current
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baseband modulator chip, which is illustrated in Figure 2-7c. The signal I[n]sin[27m/4]-

Q[n]cos[2rcn/4] along the signal path denoted by the dashed lines is the corresponding

Hilbert transform. The shaded subfilters, Filter 2 and Filter4, used to generate the Hilbert

transform output along thein-phase data path are identical to theunshaded subfilters, Filter

2 andFilter 4, along the quadrature-phase data path. Similarly, the shaded subfilters, Filter

1 and Filter 3, used to generate the Hilbert transform output along the quadrature-phase

data path are identical to the unshaded subfilters, Filter 1 and Filter 3, along the in-phase

data path. Thus, the procedure used to implement the subfilters in the current baseband

modulator chip, which is described in [Peroulas95], may also be used to implement the

additional four subfilters required to generate the Hilbert transform output. The filter

coefficients of the subfilters are listed in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2. Quantized FUter Coefficients

Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3 Filter 4

0.005126953125 0.00634765625 0.0 -0.0136566162109375

-0.0263671875 -0.0244140625 0.0 0.0400390625

0.072265625 0.06353759765625 0.0 -0.09765625

-0.171875 -0.1572265625 0.0 0.28515625

0.623046875 0.890625 1.0 0.890625

0.623046875 0.28515625 0.0 -0.1572265625

-0.171875 -0.09765625 0.0 0.06353759765625

0.072265625 0.0400390625 0.0 -0.0244140625

-0.0263671875 -0.0136566162109375 0.0 0.00634765625

0.005126953125 0.0

This method of generating the Hilbert transform results in minimum amplitude and phase

distortion at the expense of increasing the complexity of the baseband modulator chip. The

area of the current baseband modulator chip, which was fabricated in a 0.8|Lim CMOS

process, is lxlcm2. Since this method requires atotal ofeight subfilters instead ofjust four,

incorporating the additional four subfilters onto the same chip may be impractical from an

area standpoint unless the design is fabricatedin a process with a smaller minimum feature

size.

In addition to providing minimum amplitude and phase distortion, this method maintains

the added benefit of modulating the baseband signal to an IF of 64MHz. Since the output
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data from the basebandmodulator chip hasno spectral energyat DC, AC couplingmay be

used to minimize DC offset as well as low frequency noise introduced by the digital-to-

analog converters. In addition, LO feedthrough in the mixers does not appear in the RF

signal spectrum due to the 64MHz frequency offset.

Although this method is the most attractive solution, its implementation necessitates a re

design and re-fabrication of the baseband modulator chip. Due to time constraints, this

method was not pursued. Instead a method which makes use of the existing baseband

modulator chip was implemented. This method is a digital variant of the Weaver method

and will be discussed later. Nevertheless, future versions of the transmitter should

incorporate the techniques mentioned in this section.

3.1.3. Weaver Method

Another method of single-sideband upconversion is the Weaver method. A block diagram

of the Weaver method appears in Figure 3-18. This methodinvolves two stages of mixers

cos2it(fi)t cos2n(f2)t

rKxAfip-SKx) E

/2-/1+64MHz=1088MHz

IF input —

sm2n(fi)t sm2n(f2)t

Figure 3-18.Weaver Method

as well as two lowpass filters. Quadrature clock generators are required for both

frequencies/i and/2. For/D?=64MHz and/c=1.088GHz,/! and/2 must satisfy the following

equation:

/2-/,+ 64MHz = 1088MHz
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3.1.3.1. Double Upconversion Method

In traditional implementations of the Weaver method, the frequency of the first stage of

mixers is selected to be at least the single-sided bandwidth of the input signal. For an IF

input signal with a single-sided bandwidth of 105.6MHz as illustrated in Figure 3-1,

selecting/i=l10MHz requires/2=1.134GHz and a lowpass filter with a passband from DC

to 87.6MHzand a stopbandafter 132.4MHz withat least40dB attenuation. The frequency

response at points A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are depicted in Figure 3-19. The mixer gain

constraintsas well as the quadrature phaserequirements of this methodare similar to those

specified for the phase-shift method. However, one majordisadvantage of this method is

the introduction of an extra LO frequency. The use of an extra LO frequency may be

avoided by using a down-up Weaver method.

3.1.3.2. Down-Up Method

The Weaver method is traditionally used for single-sideband upconversion of baseband

signals which have spectral energy down to DC. However, the input signal for this case has

been digitally modulated to an IF of 64MHz. Thus, one way to achieve the desired RF

output signal is to first undo the IF modulation and then directly mix the baseband signal

to 1.088GHz. This may be achieved by using the Weaver method and selecting/!=64MHz

and/2=1.088GHz. The demodulation may be efficiently performed in the digital domain

by a simple ±1 multiply as depicted in Figure 3-20. Since the baseband modulator chip

operates at 64MHz, an additional LO is not required to generate /j. However, the

demodulated signal is no longer oversampled by a factor of four, since all odd samples of

the in-phase data and all even samples of the quadrature-phase data have been discarded in

the baseband modulator chip. The demodulation is equivalent to downsampling the signal

by a factor of two, and thus, the effective oversampling ratio of the demodulated baseband

signal is just two. The downsampling process is illustrated in Figure 3-21. Due to the lower

oversampling ratio, droop introduced by the digital-to-analog converter becomes more

significant. A reconstruction filter may be added to compensate for the frequency droop

[Lin90].
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Figure 3-19. Frequency Response at Various Points for Double Upconversion Weaver Method

Although implementation of the down-up Weaver method requires two digital-to-analog

converters, each converter operates at 128MHz rather than at 256MHz. Also, since the

baseband in-phase and quadrature-phase signals now have spectral energy at DC, carrier
feedthrough as well as DC offset become relevant issues. Despite these shortcomings, the

down-up Weaver method was selected due to ease of implementation. A practical
realization ofthis method requires the use ofonly commercially available components and
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Figure 3-20. Architecture of Down-Up Weaver Method

the baseband modulator chip. Throughout the design process, care wastaken to minimize

DC offset as well as LO feedthrough.
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Figure 3-21. Downsampling Process

(a)Output of Baseband Modulator; (b)Downsampled In-Phase Data; (c) Downsampled
Quadrature-Phase Data
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3.2. Hardware Requirements

The hardware requirements for the implementation of the various methods have been

described briefly. Table 3-3 gives more detailed information about the hardware

Table 3-3. Comparison of VariousUpconversion Methods

1 Upconversion
Method

10-bit DAC Filters RF LO Other

Components

Filter l@256MHz • 1 LPF (passband:
DC-105.6MHz;

stopband:
150.4MHz)

• 1 BPF (passband:
1.0464GHz-

1.1296GHz;

stopband: DC-
1.0016GHz)

1 Mixer 1.024GHz

Phase-Shift l@256MHz • 1 LPF (passband: 2 Mixers; 1.024GHz Analog

(Analog DC-105.6MHz; 1 Combiner (I&Q) Hilbert

Hilbert) stopband:
150.4MHz)

Transformer:

22.4MHz-

105.6MHz

Phase-Shift 2@256MHz • 2 LPF (passband: 2 Mixers; 1.024GHz Digital
(Off-Chip DC-105.6MHz; 1 Combiner (I&Q) Hilbert

Digital stopband: Filter

Hilbert) 150.4MHz) @256MHz

Phase-Shift 2@256MHz • 2 LPF (passband: 2 Mixers; 1.024GHz Requires re
(On-Chip DC-105.6MHz; 1 Combiner (I&Q) design of
Digital stopband: baseband

Hilbert) 150.4MHz) modulator

chip.

Weaver l@256MHz • 1 LPF (passband: 4 Mixers; 110MHz

(Double DC-105.6MHz; 1 Combiner (i&Q);
Upconversion) stopband:

150.4MHz)
• 2 LPF (passband:

DC-87.6MHz;
stopband:
132.4MHz)

1.134GHz

d&Q)

Weaver 2@ 128MHz • 2 LPF (passband: 2 Mixers; 1.088GHz

(Down-Up) DC-41.6MHz;
stopband: 86.4MHz)

1 Combiner (I&Q)

specifications. All implementations but one make use of the existing basebandmodulator

chip which operates at 64MHz. The phase-shift method which incorporates the Hilbert

transform within the baseband modulator chip requires the design of four more raised-

cosine subfilters used to generateI[n]sin[27tn/4] and -Q[n]cos[27cn/4]. All methods require
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the use of multiplexers to combine the parallel output streams from the baseband

modulator. However, these multiplexers are not indicated in Table 3-3 since they are not a

significant factorin determining the feasibility ofan implementation. Forthe same reason,

the invertersrequired for downsamplingin the down-upWeaver method arealso not listed.

The filter method as well as the phase-shift method employing an analog Hilbert

transformer are impractical due to the need for components which cannot be easily

implemented. The former method requires a bandpass filter which provides at least 40dB

attenuation within the transition band 1.0016GHz to 1.0464GHz and the latter method

requires an analog Hilbert transformer with constantamplitude and phase response from

22.4MHz to 105.6MHz.

The two digital phase-shift methodsare almost identical in terms of hardware complexity.

The method which requires a digital Hilbert filter external to the baseband modulatorchip

is less attractive since the Hilbert filter must operate at 256MHz. On the other hand,

incorporation of the Hilbert transform within the baseband modulator chip requires the

design of four additional sub-filters, all of which operate atonly64MHz. Nevertheless both

of these methods require significant time inorder to design and fabricate thecustom filters.

Implementation of the double upconversion Weaver method requires thelargest number of

components. The large component count makes this method an unattractive approach.

Finally, the down-up Weaver method is the most simple from an implementation

standpoint. Although two digital-to-analog converters are required, each operates at only

128MHz instead of 256MHz. Also, other than the baseband modulator chip, only

commercially available components are needed. Aslong as DC offset and LOfeedthrough

are carefully controlled, this method isthe most viable inthe short term of the sixmethods

listed in Table 3-3. Its implementation is discussed in the next chapter.
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4 Final Transmitter Design and
Implementation

The complete transmitter architecture using the down-up Weaver method is depicted in

Figure4-1. Sincethe second andfourth ISI subfilters in the in-phase datapathandthe first

Userl
Data

30% Excess Bandwidth
...osne^ l|^s[2Ti(64MHz)t]

SWfcr H O. |N t I Data

QDataJMYf
«— — — S -i-fj- /sin(2n(64MHz)t]

Baseband Modulator Chip
'ower
ontrol

RF Output

sin[2n(1.088GHz)t]

Data Converter / Single-Sideband Modulator

Figure 4-1. Final Transmitter Architecture

and third ISI subfilters in the quadrature-phase data path are not implemented, the IF output

data from the baseband modulator chip cannot be demodulated to baseband while
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maintaining the original oversampling ratio of four. The IF output data may be

demodulated by multiplying both the output of the third in-phase ISI subfilter and the

outputof the fourth quadrature-phase ISI subfilter by negativeone.The resulting baseband

signal is effectively oversampled by a factor oftwo.The outputs fromthe parallel subfilters

use a two's complement number representation, and thus, multiplication by negative one

involves bitwise inversion and then addition with one. Bitwise inversion may be easily

accomplishedby using inverters. Although adding one to the inverted resultmay seem like

a simple operation, actual implementation is hindered by the 64MHz data rate. For

example, the output of one subfilter consists of ten 64MHz data bits. In the worst case,

adding one to the least significant bit requires"rippling" of the carry across ten bits under

16ns. A critical delay specification of 16ns is difficult to meet when using only

commercially available discrete components. This problem may be circumvented simply

by not performing the addition operation. However, this hardware simplification comes at

the expense of a slight error in the bitwise inverted result. For example, the proposed

solution calculates the negative of -512 as 511 instead of 512. For a ten-bit two's

complement number system, which represents 210=1024 values, e.g., integer values from

-512 to 511, the proposed solution results in a 0.098% error relative to the total dynamic

range. This slight error is very well justified by the resulting hardware savings. Finally,

discrete CMOS inverters may be used forthe downsampling operation, since typical values

°f lPLH ^d tpHL are4.0ns and 3.5ns, respectively [National93].

Next, the two 64MHz subfilter datastreams for the in-phase dataarecombined to form one

128MHz data streamusing discrete CMOS 2-inputmultiplexers, which have typical delay

values of 5.0ns [National93]. The two 64MHz subfilter data streams for the quadrature-

phase data are combined to form one 128MHz data stream in a similar way.

Since the high performance digital-to-analog converter requires ECL compatible inputs, a

TTL-to-ECL translator is required. Such translators are available as discrete components

with a maximum propagation delay of 3.2ns [Motorola93].

The two ECL digital-to-analog converters operate at 128MHz. The two lowpass filters

which follow are identical and must have a single-sided passband from DC to 41.6MHz
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and at least 40dB of attenuation after 86.4MHz. Lowpass filters with these specifications

are commercially available [Mini-Circuits92].

Finally, two mixers are used to directly modulate the baseband in-phase and quadrature-

phase signals to an RF center frequency of 1.088GHz. The in-phase data is multiplied by

cos[2jc(1.088GHz)t] and the quadrature-phase data is multiplied by sin[2rc(1.088GHz)t].

The two signals are then combined using an RF power combiner before transmission. A

power amplifier is not required since onlyacouple milliwatts of output power is required

for transmission in an indoor environment. For matching purposes, it is desirable to use a

single chip which incorporates both mixers, the power combiner, and a quadrature

generator. Such single chip implementations are available commercially and are called

I&Q modulators. One type of I&Q modulator uses Schottky-barrier diodes for mixing.

Unfortunately, these I&Q modulators cannot beused since their in-phase and quadrature-

phase input frequencies are limited to arange DC to 5MHz [Mini-Circuits92]. A second

type of I&Q modulators use Gilbert cell multipliers for mixing and offer much wider

bandwidths for in-phase and quadrature-phase input frequencies [Hewlett-Packard93].

Although some modulators incorporate on-chip 90° phase shifters for the LO, these

modulators operate correctly for only aspecific range of LO frequencies, none of which

include the desired RF center frequency. Fortunately, quadrature generation for a small

range of frequencies around 1.088GHz may be accomplished using the analog Hilbert

transform techniques described in Chapter 3. These techniques are applicable toquadrature

LO generation since the input now consists ofasingle frequency rather than arange of
frequencies. Constant phase response is not critical as long as the phase difference between

the two outputs for any input frequency is 90°.

4.1. Implementation Procedure

The transmitter is implemented as a printed circuit board consisting of the custom

baseband modulator chip and commercially available components. The design process

consists of several stages which include schematic entry, component selection, design

simulation andverification, as well printed circuit board layout.
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4.1.1. Schematic Entry and Component Selection

ViewDraw was used for schematic entry. Theschematic with majorcomponents annotated

is illustrated in Figure 4-2. The schematic is divided into three major sections: digital;

input headers
baseband

modulator chip

output headers

TTL/ECL
multiplexers translators power supply power supply

inverters registers registers DAC , LPF

power supply clock inputs

clock conversion

polyphase .
quadrature quadrature
generator modulator

Figure 4-2. ViewDraw Schematic of Transmitter

mixed-signal; and analog. The digital section consists of the baseband modulator,

inverters, multiplexers, registers, TTL-to-ECL translators, and the clock conversion

circuitry. The mixed-signal section consists of the digital-to-analog converter and

associated biasing circuitry, and the analog section consists of the lowpass filters and the

quadrature modulator. In order to provide clean power supplies to the different sections of

the board, each section includes a set of power supply inputs. The digital section has a 5V

supply voltage for the CMOS components, and -5V and -2V supply voltages for the ECL

components. The mixed-signal section has 5V and -5V supply voltages, and the analog

section has one 3V supply voltage.

The input headers allow the baseband modulator to be programmed using a data generation

module. In addition, the output of the baseband modulator can be monitored by connecting

data acquisition probes to the output headers. The pinout of the input and output headers is
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documented in Appendix A and programming of the baseband modulator chip is described

in detail in [Peroulas95].

4.1.1.1. System Clocks

The design strategy for the transmitter testboard is to accommodate operation at different

speeds - in particular, fiillspeed and halfspeed, i.e., 1Mbps data rate foreach of 15 users.

In orderto achieve thisflexibility for thedigital and mixed-signal sections, the inputclock

is supplied by a programmable high-speed pulse generator instead of a fixed-frequency

crystal oscillator. For fullspeed operation, an ECL level 128MHz clock is differentially

supplied to the board by connecting a high-speed pulse generator to the two SMA

connectors. This clock directly drives the clock inputs of the ECL digital-to-analog

converter. The clock conversion circuitry converts the ECL level input to a CMOS level

64MHz clock for the CMOS components in the digital section. The circuit illustrated in

Figure 4-3 is used to generate a 64MHz clock from the 128MHz input. Reset as well as

ty&MRi

§mMH ^toMrh

♦i28mhz jij-ijtjij~ijtjijij~ij~
<l)64MHz

<t)64MHz

Figure 4-3.Generation of 64MHz Clock

selection of <|>64MHz or ^MMHz *** provided bytwo dip switches.

4.1.1.2. Digital-to-Analog Converter

The input coding used by the digital-to-analog converter (AD9720) is offset binary.

However, the output data from the baseband modulator chip uses a two's complement

number representation. The mapping between offset binary and two's complement is
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two's complement

0111111111

0111111110

1000000001

1000000000

offset binary

1111111111

1111111110

0000000001
0000000000

Figure 4-4. Conversion from Two's Complement to Offset Binary

illustrated in Figure 4-4. Conversion from two's complement to offset binary simply

requires complementing the MSB. This operation is combined with the downsampling

operationand uses the same set of inverters at the output of the baseband modulator chip.

The current output of the digital-to-analog converter must be converted to a voltage for

subsequent stages. The desired voltage output swing is about 2V, centered at ground. The

conversion technique uses the AD9617 operational amplifier in a current feedback mode

is illustrated in Figure 4-5 [Analog Devices94]. The following equation relates V0 to IDac

•25VQ

1

Figure 4-5. Current-to-Voltage Conversion

andIoS:

Vo =-%£*-*OS*

RpOT

los

The first term represents the output swing and the second term represents the offset

voltage. IDac varies between 0mA and 20.48mA and the desired voltage output swing is

2V. Solving for R in the first term of the above equation results in R=195£2. Selecting
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R=200Q results in a voltage output swing of 2.048V. In order to determine IqS for the

output voltage to be centered at ground, the second term is equated to 1.024V. The

corresponding offset current is 5.12mA. This offset current is generated using the DAC

reference voltage of 1.25V and a resistor. Ideally, without the presence of offset voltages,

the value of this resistor is 244ft. As mentioned earlier, DC offsets and LO feedthrough

must be carefully controlledwhen implementing the up-down Weaver method. The ability

to adjust the bias voltages of the in-phase and quadrature-phase data is crucial for two

reasons:

1. Tuning out the input offset voltage of the AD9617operational amplifier, and

2. Improving the LO rejection of the quadrature modulator [Hewlett-Packard93].

ForR=200ft,

Vo= 100/Di4C-200/os+5VO5

where Vos is the input offset voltage off the AD9617 operational amplifier. Also,

1.25 -Vos
Jos- R

POT

where Rpot *s a variable resistance. Thus,

Kpnr \ Kpnrs

In the aboveequation, the first termrepresents the voltage swing and the two subsequent

terms represent thebias voltage. Inorder to determine therange of Rpot f°r tuning outthe
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input offset voltage of the amplifier as well as for minimizing the LO leakage in the

quadrature modulator, the following equation must be considered:

^-U5+̂)=1.024V+VMOD
KPOT v R?OTJ

where VMOd is the DC imbalance at the mixer inputs of the quadrature modulator. The

input offset voltage of the AD9617 operational amplifier ranges from -l.lmV to 2.2mV

and values of VMOd range from -56mV to 56mV. The calculated range of Rpot *s 228ft

to 260ft. In the final design, RpoT consists of one 100ft fixed resistor in series with a

multiturn 200ft trimmer potentiometer for increased resolution.

4.1.1.3. Lowpass Filter

As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to design the transmitter testboard to accommodate

various speeds. Unfortunately, the lowpass filters following the digital-to-analog

converters are fixed-tuned to a particular operating frequency. Thus it is important to select

a component model which offers several different frequency responses in packages with

the same footprint and the same pin connections.

4.1.1.4. Quadrature Modulator

The HPMX-2001 QPSK modulator [Hewlett-Packard93] provides the greatest flexibility

for upconversion. The modulator includes two Gilbert cell mixers and a power combiner.

The typical I/Q bandwidth is DC to 700MHz and the typical LO operating frequency range

is DC to 2000MHz. Unfortunately, the modulator does not provide an on-chip 90° phase

shifter. The HPMX-2001 modulator is specified to operate at a 5V supply voltage and

requires the in-phase and quadrature-phase inputs to be DC biased at 2.5V. However, the

output voltages from the digital-to-analog converters are centered at ground. There are

three possible solutions:

1. AC couple the input signals and provide the 2.5V DC bias directly,
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2. Set the DC bias of the output voltages fromthe digital-to-analog convertersat 2.5V and
DC couple the input signals, or

3. Operate the HPMX-2001 modulator at a supply voltage of 2.5V instead of 5V and at a
reference voltage of -2.5V instead of ground, set the DC bias of the output voltages
from the analog-to-digital converters at OV, and DC couple the input signals.

One disadvantage of the first alternative is that it requires another tuning circuit for the

2.5V bias voltage so that the input voltages may be adjusted to improve LO rejection.

However, the major disadvantage of this method is that the capacitive coupling

compromises the integrity of the input signals. A large coupling capacitor is desirable to

minimizethelossof spectral energy near DC. However, alarge coupling capacitor also has

a low self-resonance frequency which may be problematic for passing high frequency

components of the spread-spectrum signal. A small coupling capacitor, onthe other hand,

eliminates the spectralenergy near DC.

The second method also requires a tuning circuit to adjust the 2.5V DCbias of the input

signals. However, the circuit used to tune out the input offset voltage of the AD9617

operational amplifier can be modified to generate the 2.5V DC bias as well as provide

tuning capability to improve LO rejection. The problem with this method is the limited

output voltage range of the AD9617 amplifier. The in-phase and quadrature-phase data

must swing ±1.024V centered at 2.5V + VM0D. Since VM0D is between -56mV and

56mV, themaximum voltage which may appear at theoutput of the AD9617 amplifier is

3.58V. However, the worst-case output voltage range of the AD9617 amplifier is ±3.4V

for ±5V supply voltages. One solution is to use a larger absolute supply voltage for the

AD9617 amplifier, which is specified to have amaximum supply voltage rating of ±7V,

to increase the output voltage swing capability. Although the second method is a viable

solution, nevertheless, the third method is slightly easier to implement.

For the third method, the tuning network used to tune out the input offset voltage of the

AD9617 amplifier can also beused without modification toadjust the offsetvoltage of the

quadrature mixers. Since the voltage output swing is centered at 0V, the quadrature

modulator mustoperate atasupply voltage of 2.5V instead of 5V and atareference voltage

of -2.5V instead of ground. One disadvantage to this method is the need to generate two
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additional bias voltages. However, only oneadditional supplyvoltage of 3V is necessary

if the -2V supply from the digital ECL section is used as the reference voltage for the

quadrature modulator chip. For this case, the input voltages must be centered at 0.5V

instead of ground. The bias configuration for the HPMX-2001 is illustrated in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-6. Current-to-Voltage Conversion

All capacitors are 200nF and all resistors are 50ft. Single-ended configurations are used

for the in-phase and quadrature-phase input signals aswell as the RF output signal.The in-

phase and quadrature-phase input signals are DC coupled to I+ and Q+, respectively. The

inductors at I and Q are air-coil inductors. At DC, these inductors appear as low

impedances and the capacitors appear as high impedances, thus providing a0V DC bias to

the I and Q input ports. At high frequencies, the inductors appearas high impedances and

the capacitors appear as low impedances, thus providing the necessary 50ft termination.

The clock inputs are AC coupled and terminated to 50ft. The clock inputs are configured

for both differential and single-ended operation. Single-ended operation is achieved by

using only LO0<>+ and LOqoo*. The RF output is configured for single-ended operation.

RFout" is terminated to 50ft and RF0Ut+ is AC coupled to a 50ft load such as the input to a

spectrum analyzer or an antenna.
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4.1.1.5. Quadrature Clock Generation

The RF LO is provided by a high frequency sinusoidal wave generator. This input LO is

programmable in order to accommodate operation of the transmitter at different data rates.

For example, at fullspeed the carrier frequency is 1.088GHz and at halfspeed the carrier

frequency is 1.056GHz. The carrier frequency must be selected in order to satisfy the

sampling-demodulation requirement at the receiver [Sheng96]. Differential quadrature

clock generation is accomplished by using a two-stage asymmetric polyphase network as

illustrated in Figure 4-7. SPICEplots of the amplitude and phase differences between in-

phase and quadrature-phase LO outputs are also illustrated for Cj=C2=2pF and

R1=R2=80.6ft. Between 800MHz and 1.2GHz, the amplitude imbalance is less than 23mV

and the phase mismatch from 90° is less than 1.7°. However, in order to verify correct

operation of the quadrature clock generator, component parasitics as well as tolerances

must be accountedfor in the SPICE simulation. The capacitorhas a ±12.5 % tolerance and

the resistor has a ±1 % tolerance. The circuit used to model the parasitics associated with

discrete capacitors and resistors is shown in Figure 4-8. SPICE simulations indicate a

worst-case 50mV amplitude mismatch and a worst-case 2.35° phase mismatch from 90°.

Finally, anadditional setofOSMT connectors are provided for both signal observation and

injection. These connectors may be used to observe the outputs of the asymmetric

polyphase network. An external quadrature clock generator may also be injected at this

point as long as the polyphasenetwork is disabled.

4.1.1.6. Emission Masking

Before transmission, the modulator output must be bandpass filtered to eliminate out-of-

band frequency components. These components arise from nonlinearities in the mixers. A

standard RLC bandpass filter asdepicted inFigure 4-9 is sufficient foremission masking.

Alternatively, an external bandpass filter may beinserted atthe OSMT probe point directly

following the modulator output.
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Figure 4-9. RLC Bandpass Filter

4.1.1.7. Surface Mount Components

Surface mount components are used in preference to through-hole components. First,

surface mount packages have significantly lower values of resistance, capacitance and

inductance compared to dual in-line packages (DIP). Minimizing package parasitics is

crucial for high speed designs. In addition, surface mount components are significantly

smaller than their corresponding through-hole components.

Finally, type 0603 surface mount resistors and capacitors are used for efficient area

utilization. However, for the ECL components, type 0805 resistors are used for the 50Q,

output termination to -2V. Type 0805 resistors have a higher power rating which is

required to sink the output current from the ECL components.

4.1.2. Design Simulation and Verification

Design simulation and verification of correct functionality are important for efficient

implementation of the transmitter testboard. Using ViewDraw for schematic entry allows

the digital section of the design to be simulated using ViewSim. Unfortunately, the analog

section cannot be simulated so easily.

VHDL models which include behavioral as well as timing information were used to

simulate the functionality of the digital section, excluding the baseband modulator chip.
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Table 4-1 summarizes the expected results appearing at the input to the digital-to-analog

converter for the following baseband modulator output data: I10UT=Qx2B3,

720OT=OxO6A, QlOUT=0x32B, and Q2OUT=0x2B2. Simulation results for an input

Table 4-1. Expected Simulation Results

data IlOUT=0x2B3 I2OUT=0x06A QlOUT=0x32B Q2OUT=0x2B2

binary 1010110011 0001101010 1100101011 1010110010

bit inverse N/A 1110010101 0011010100 N/A

MSB toggle 0010110011 0110010101 1011010100 0010110010

output 0x0B3 0x195 0x2D4 0x0B2

clock rateof 128MHz are plotted in Figure 4-10. The ViewSim simulation verifies that the

Figure 4-10. ViewSim Simulation of Digital Section

digital section of the transmitter testboard is indeed functioning as intended. The data

appearing at the input to the digital-to-analog converter are labeled IDAC and QDAC.
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4.1.3. Printed Circuit Board Layout

After completing the design in ViewDraw and verifying correct functionality using

ViewSim, the next step was to create a printed circuit board using a layout editor called

Racal. Designing the printed circuit board in Racal involves three major steps:

1. Placement of circuit components,

2. Creating interconnections between components, and

3. Replacing interconnections with physical routes.

Since the circuit components as well as their interconnections have already be entered into

ViewDraw, it would be highly inefficientfor theprocessto be repeatedin Racal, especially

since correct functionality has already been verified. Placement information as well as

componentpackage types were annotated on the ViewDraw schematic and the OCT tools

were used to generate a Racal input file which preserves information about placement of

components as well as the interconnections between them. Thus, the process required to

create the printed circuit board was tremendously simplified.

4.1.3.1. Routing

The symbolic interconnections between components must be replaced with physical

routes. All ECL and RF components are interconnected using 50GI traces in order to

minimize si;

so that all traces appear as

ECL and RF components are interconnected using 50£2 traces in order to

ignal reflection. Only the component and solder sides are used for these traces

races appearas microstrip lines. A microstrip line is illustrated in Figure4-11.

dielectric (e^

A 7 87 . ( 5.98/z >>
fh °"7vTL41 l0.8w +J

Figure 4-11. Characteristic Impedance of a Microstrip Line

The equation for the characteristic impedance of a microstrip line is accurate for

0.1 <j <3.0 and for 1<£r <15. The testboard is fabricated with an interlayer spacing
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of h=0.008". Routing on the component side and solder side layers consists of l/2oz.

copper with a thickness t=0.0007'\ All other layers use loz. copper with a thickness of

0.0012". The insulating material has a relative dielectric constant of 6^4.3. In order to

achieve a characteristic impedance of 50Q, forroutes onthecomponent sideandsolderside

layers, a trace width of 0.015" is required. All interconnections for ECL and RF

components, including analog anddigital clocklines,weremanually routed. These signal

lines were kept as short as possible in order to minimize propagation delay as well as

ringing and overshoot. Interconnections for the digital components were routed using

RacaVs auto-router with 0.008" trace widths.

4.1.3.2. Other Issues

Split power and ground planes are used in order to minimize cross talk between the three

sections of the testboard. Power supply noise is minimized using IOOOjliF electrolytic

bypass capacitors. In addition, surface mount bypass capacitors are generously placed

throughout the testboard. The digital and mixed-signal sections use InF bypass capacitors

whereas the analog section uses lOnF bypass capacitors.

The final layer specification is given in Table 4-2. A balanced layer specification is used

Table 4-2. Final Layer Specification

layer 1 component

layer 2 power plane (GND)

layer 3 power plane (VTT)

layer 4 routel

layer 5 route2

layer 6 power plane (VEE)

layer 7 power plane (VDD)

layer 8 solder

to minimize the possibility of warping after construction. The two routing layers are placed

at the center with the power planes symmetrically placed on the surrounding layers. The

actual layer ordering is specified during fabrication and does not need to be explicitly

entered into Racal. The final testboard has dimensions 14120mils x 4660 mils. The layout

is illustrated in Figure 4-12.
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5 Testing and Measurements

Initial functional testing was performed athalfspeed with aninput clock rate of 64MHz for

the digital-to-analog converter and 32MHz for the baseband modulator chip. Tektronix's

Digital Analysis System was used to program the baseband modulator chip as well as

acquire output data from the ISI filters. A 64MHz ECL level (-2V to OV) input clock is

generated using Hewlett-Packard's high speed pulse generator, HP8131A. The spectral

outputsat baseband andat RF wereobserved on a spectrum analyzer. Although a few bugs

were discovered, they were all amendable, and the baseband modulator chip and the

transmitter testboard were found to be fully functional.

5.1. Verification of Correct Functionality

Several measurements were made in order to verify that the transmitter is operating

correctly. All measurements presented in this section were performed at halfspeed.

5.1.1. Eye Diagram

An eye diagram graphically illustrates all possible intersymbol interference waveforms

[Lee94]. The theoretical eye diagram corresponding to a 37-tap raised-cosine filter with

30% excess bandwidth is illustrated in Figure 5-1. A closed eye diagram indicates the

presence of intersymbol interference. Since all traces pass through +1 or -1 at the center of

the eye, the condition of no intersymbol interference is satisfied. In particular, a larger

vertical opening indicates a greater immunity to noise. Thus, the ideal sampling instant is

at time T, when the vertical eye opening is maximum. However, due to phase offsets

between the clocks used in the transmitter and the receiver, the signal can never be sampled

precisely at T. Thus, a larger horizontal eye opening is desirable for increased immunity to

errors in timing phase.
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Figure 5-1.Theoretical Eye Diagram for37-Tap 30% Excess BandwidthRaised-Cosine Filter

The digital output from the baseband modulator chip was acquired and processed in

Ptolemy to generate eye diagrams for boththein-phase and quadrature-phase data streams.

The results are illustrated in Figure 5-2. The output data streams from the baseband

modulator chip satisfy the zero intersymbol interference condition. The eye diagrams for

the in-phase and quadrature-phase data streams are similar except for a phase shift of

7.8125ns, which corresponds to exactly T/4. Recall that the baseband modulator chip

digitally modulates the in-phase and quadrature-phase data streams by sin[2rcn/4] and

cos[2rcn/4], respectively. Hence the two output data streams are offset by exactiy T/4, as

evident in the measured eye diagrams.

In order to verify correct transmission and demodulation of the RF signal, an eye diagram

is generated from the analog-to-digital converter output of the analog front-end receiver

chip. A block diagram of the receiver isillustrated in Figure 5-3. Allclocks inthe system

were synchronized in order to perform this measurement without using the baseband

receiver chip for clock recovery. The result is illustrated in Figure 5-4. The analog-to-

digital converter quantizes the demodulated signal to four bits using a sign-magnitude
number representation. Since all traces pass through +7 or -7 at the center of the eye, the

condition of no intersymbol interference is satisfied. This eye diagram verifies that the

transmitter output signal is indeed correct.
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Figure 5-2. Measured Eye Diagrams at the IVansmitter

(a) In-Phase Data; (b) Quadrature-Phase Data

5.1.2. Spectral Outputs

At halfspeed, the theoretical spectral response of an ideal 30% excess bandwidth raised-

cosine filter with an oversampling ratio of two is illustrated in Figure 5-5. Quantization of

tap values as well as internal filter values are not accounted for in this filter response.

The spectral outputs of the in-phase and quadrature-phase data are obtained by applying

the fast Fourier transform to the baseband modulator output data. The measured frequency

responses are illustrated in Figure 5-6. The measured frequency responses of both in-phase

and quadrature-phase data streams satisfy the 40dB out-of-band rejection requirement. The
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Figure 5-3. Receiver Architecture

spectral outputs are not exactly identical to the one illustrated in Figure 5-5 due to

numerical quantization in practical implementations.

Both spectral outputs have a single-sided bandwidth ofabout 21MHz, and thus, satisfy the

30% excess bandwidth specification. At halfspeed, a0% excess bandwidth filter results in

a single-sided bandwidth of 16MHz. Correspondingly, a 30% excess bandwidth filter

results in a single-sided bandwidth of 20.8MHz. In addition, both filter outputs are

spectrally white as required for spread-spectrum communications.
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Figure 5-4. Measured Eye Diagram at the Receiver
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Figure 5-5. TheoreticalFrequencyResponse for 37-Tap 30% Excess BandwidthRaised-Cosine Filter
without Quantization

5.1.3. Autocorrelation Performance

A 32768-long PN sequence is used for spectral whitening. This sequence is generated

using a 32768-long subsequence of a 16-bit maximal-length shift register (MSLR)

sequence. TheMLSR is initialized with theseed 0x1154 and terminates with OxFFFF. The

receiver synchronizes the received data with an identical 32768-long PN sequence by

correlating over 1024-long subsequences. The autocorrelation performance using 1024-

long subcorrelations is illustrated in Figure 5-7. When the PN sequences are perfectly
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Figure 5-6. Measured Spectral Outputs
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Figure 5-7.Theoretical AutocorrelationPerformance using 1024-LongSubcorrelations

aligned, the correlation value is 1024 as expected. For all other phase offsets of the PN

sequences, the correlation values are at least 20dB below the correlation peak.

The transmitter uses a 30% excess bandwidth 37-tap raised-cosine filter with an

oversampling factor of four. As previously mentioned, this raised-cosine filter may be

divided into four separate subfilters with tap coefficients as illustrated in Figure 5-8.

Correlation with the output data from the third subfilter results in the autocorrelation

performance illustrated in Figure 5-7. The single correlation peak corresponds to the

maximum pointof the raised-cosine pulse. Theoretical autocorrelation performance curves

for the otherthree subfiltersare illustrated in Figure 5-9.The regionaround the correlation
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Figure 5-8. Truncated Raised-Cosine Pulse
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Figure 5-9. Theoretical Autocorrelation Performance using 1024-Long Subcorrelations

(a) Subfilter 1; (b) Subfilter2; (c) Subfilter 3; (d) Subfilter 4

peaks is enlarged for each curve. As expected, the four subfilters all have correlation peaks

corresponding to the sampling instances illustrated in Figure 5-8.

The measured autocorrelation performance ofthe output data from the baseband modulator

chip is illustrated in Figure 5-10. The raised-cosine filters for the in-phase and quadrature-

phase data each consists of only two subfilters resulting from digital modulation by

cos[2jcn/4] and sin[27cn/4], respectively. The measured autocorrelation performance of the

output data agrees well with the theoretical performance.
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Figure 5-10. Measured Autocorrelation Performance atthe Baseband Modulator Output using 1024-
Long Subcorrelations

(a)In-Phase DataSubfilter 1;(b)In-Phase Data Subfilter 2; (c)Quadrature-Phase Data
Subfilter1; (d) Quadrature-Phase Data Subfilter2

Figure 5-11 illustrates the measured autocorrelation performance of the data at the output

of the analog receiver chip. The correlation peak occurs at aPN phase offset of 18464 and

correlation x10v

0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 phase x1(r

Figure 5-11. Measured Autocorrelation Performance atthe Analog Receiver Output using 1024-Long
Subcorrelations
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has magnitude 7157. All other correlation values are at least 20dB below the correlation

peak as desired.

5.1.4. Quadrature LO Generator

The quadrature LO generator is functional within the frequency range, 900MHz to 990

MHz.First, the amplitude imbalance of the twooutputsignalswas observedon a spectrum

analyzer. Next,thefollowing equation wasusedtodetermine the90°phaseaccuracy of the

clock generator:

Asin(G)/ + <j>)x£cos(cof) = -A£sin(2©f+ <])) +-A£ sin (<]>)

The in-phase and quadrature-phase outputs were fed into a mixer and the DC component

as well as the signal amplitudes were used to determine the phase offset from quadrature.

Care was taken to ensure that all wires were equal in length in order to minimize the phase

difference due to different cable lengths. Table 5-1 summarizes the values of amplitude

imbalance and phase offset from quadrature between the two output signals for various

input frequencies. As expected from simulations, the two output clocks do not deviate

Table 5-1. Performance Summary of Quadrature LO Generator

jj„(MHz) Aout(mV) Bout(mV) Aout(mV) Voffset(mV) ♦

800 377 222 155 0.7 0.96°

850 377 252 125 1.8 2.17°

900 317 277 40 0.4 0.52°

910 272 252 20 0.3 0.50°

920 287 257 30 0.2 0.31°

930 297 272 25 0.3 0.43°

940 297 292 5 0.3 0.40°

950 272 272 0 0.2 0.31°

960 247 287 40 0.1 0.16°

970 247 292 45 0.2 0.32°

980 262 322 60 0.2 0.27°

990 242 332 90 0.2 0.29°

1000 169 302 133 0.1 0.22°

1050 222 302 80 0.1 0.17°

1100 182 262 80 0.2 0.48°
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Table 5-1. Performance Summary of Quadrature LO Generator

^n(MHz) Aout(mV) Bout(mV) AoUt(mV) VoffsetfaV) ♦

1150 162 252 90 0.2 0.56°

1200 182 307 125 0.2 0.41°

significantly from quadrature across the entire band of interest. The main limitation,

however, is the amplitudemismatch between the two outputclocks. The amplitudes of the

two output clocks are identical at 950MHz but they rapidly deviate for both lower and

higher frequencies. Future implementations should include output buffers which may be

used to tune the two output clock amplitudes forbettermatching.

5.2. Speed and Power Measurements

All of the above performance measurements were performed at halfspeed with the

baseband modulator chip operating with a 5V power supply. Performance measurements

onthe baseband modulator chip alone have confirmed correct operation at halfspeed down

to a supply voltage of 3.3V with a power dissipation of 165mW.

The baseband operating frequency of the transmitter is limited by the maximum operating

frequency of the baseband modulator. At 5V, the baseband modulator chip functions

correctly at frequencies up to41MHz, corresponding toan operating frequency of 82MHz

for the digital-to-analog converter. This limit is due to the use of undersized clock buffers

in the modulator chip.

The maximum carrier frequency is 990MHz which is limited by the on-board quadrature

LOgenerator. The testboard was designed with the option ofusing an off-board quadrature

LOgenerator. If an off-board quadrature generator isused, the maximum carrier frequency

is limited by the LO frequency range (DC to 2.0GHz) of the HPMX-2001 quadrature

modulator.

The total power consumption is 12.66W for the following conditions: halfspeed operation;

5V baseband modulator chip supply voltage; and 1.056GHz carrier frequency. The
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breakdown of total power consumption by supply voltagles is listed in Table 5-2. The

Table 5-2. Power Consumption Breakdown by Supply Voltages

Supply Current Power

VDD(5V) 500mA 2.5W

Vee(-5V) 700mA 3.5W

Vtt(-2V) 750mA 1.5W

VDd.dac(5V) 100mA 0.5W

Vee.dac(-5V) 500mA 2.5W

VDD.mix(3V) 20mA 0.06W

VDd.vga(15V) 140mA 2.1W

Total: 12.66W

additional power supply, VDD VGA, is used for a variable gain amplifier following the

quadrature modulator. This amplifier is required to increase the RF output power level to

OdBm for transmission as described in Section 5.3.2. The breakdown of total power

consumption by components is tabulated inTable5-3. The components responsible for a

Table 5-3. Power Consumption Breakdown by Components

Component Quantity Description Power

baseband modulator 1 custom modulator chip 0.5W

74AC04 4 inverter 0.22W

74AC157 6 multiplexer 0.32W

74AC574 3 register 0.16W

MC10E151 4 ECL register 2.0W

MC10E452 1 ECL register 0.43W

MC10H600 3 TTL-to-ECL converter 3.08W

MC10H601 1 ECL-to-TTL converter 0.75W

AD706 2 op amp 0.02W

AD9617 2 op amp 0.98W

AD9720 2 D/A converter 2.0W

HPMX-2001 1 quadrature modulator 0.1W

ZFL-1000GH 1 VGA 2.1W

Total: 12.66W

significantportion of the totalpowerconsumption are the ECL components, the digital-to-

analog converters, andthe variable gain amplifier. The custom baseband modulatorchip is

responsible for only a very small percentage (4%) of the total power consumption.
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5.3. Bugs

While testing the CDMA testboard,severalbugs werediscovered. Fortunately,none of the

bugs are fatal. These bugs as well as the modifications used to correct them are described

in this section.

5.3.1. Baseband Modulator Chip

Asdescribed in [Peroulas95], the registers usedforpower control values, Walshcodes and

the multiplication constant are all double buffered. The appropriate values are initially

written tothefirst level ofregisters followed byawrite tothe loadREQ register. Thevalues

are loaded tothe second level ofregisters when the PN generator rolls over. Both levels of

registers consist ofTSPC registers. Due tothe dynamic nature ofthese registers, aperiodic

refresh of the values is required, which may be accomplished simply by using cross-

coupled inverters at the register outputs. The second level of TSPC registers used for

storing the power control values are lacking the necessary feedback for refresh.

Consequently, the power control values atthe outputs ofthe second level ofTSPC registers

are not the same as the programmed values. For example, for all users set to zero power

control, the output data is initially all zero. However, after a random period of time, the

outputdata becomes nonzero due to the lackof refresh.

The most obvious solution is to include the feedback latches at the outputs of the TSPC

registers. However, this solution is both time-consuming and costly since it requires a re-

fabrication of the entire chip. Another solution is to continuously write to the loadREQ

register, which strobes the loadPCw signal when the PN generator rolls over. Since the PN

sequence has length 32768, when the baseband modulator chip is clocked at halfspeed,

continuously writing tothe loadREQ register results ina strobe rate ofabout 1kHz for the

loadPCw signal. However, this rate may be insufficient for refreshing the output values of

the TSPC registers since discharge times are typically in the range of hundreds of

microseconds to tens of milliseconds. Fortunately, the baseband modulator chip includes

several features which allow the loadPCw signal tobecontinuously strobed byanexternal

clock, which canbe set toa period less than the worst case discharge time. The modulator

chip includes several input test signals as well as the ability to select the gating control of
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the loadPCw signal.The TSPC registersin the first level of power control registers all have

the feedback necessary for refresh, as evidencedby the ability to correctly read back the

programmed values. By selecting no gating for the loadPCw signal and strobing the

testloadPCw signalwith anexternal clock, theTSPCregisters in the secondlevelof power

control registers are continuously loaded with the correct values from the registers in the

first level. Correctfunctionality was observed using a 5MHzexternal clock to strobe the

testloadPCw signal. Although this method provides an interim solution to the lack of

refresh in the second level of power control registers, two potential problems exist. First,

the testloadPCw signal strobes both the power control and the Walsh registers. Sincethe

feedback latch is present in the Walsh registers, strobing theseregisters is unnecessary. A

more serious problem involves updating or changing the power control values.

Simultaneous loading of the power control values to the second levelof TSPCregisters is

no longer initiated by asserting the loadREQ signal. Instead the values are now loaded

every time the testloadPCw signal is asserted. Since it is desirable to change the power

control values for the various users simultaneously, the new power control values must be

written to the first level of registers within a time equal to the clock period of the

testloadPCw signal. In order to allow for enough time to update the first level of power

control registers, a longer clock period is desired. However, a shorter clock period is

desirable in order to refresh the register output values beforecharge leakageresults in the

loss of signal integrity.

5.3.2. Testboard

Several problems were discovered on thetransmitter testboard. Aftertheseproblems were

rectified,the transmittertestboard wasfully functional. First, the input clock to the bank of

multiplexors is incorrect. Since the input clock to thebaseband modulator chip is <t>32MHz>

the input clock to themultiplexors should also be ct)32MHz- Instead <t)32MHzwas mistakenly

used as the inputclock to the multiplexors. This problem was corrected by rewiring the

correctclock signal to the multiplexors. Careful inspection of the simulation resultsof the

digital section in Figure 4-10 revealsthis mistake, which should have been avoided.
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Next, both in-phase andquadrature-phase lowpass filters both lack 50£2 output termination

resistors. A 50Q trace at each output is not sufficient for propertermination. This problem

was corrected by soldering a 50Q. resistor from the output to ground for each of the lowpass

filters. Note, however, that the input of each lowpass filter does not require an additional

50£2 series termination resistor, despite the low output impedance of the shunt-shunt

feedback amplifier used to convert the current output of the digital-to-analog converter to

a voltage. After consulting with a Mini-Circuits Applications Engineer, it was determined

that a 50£2 trace is sufficient for termination at the lowpass filter input.

Measurements at the ground pins of the lowpass filters exhibit excessive ground bounce.

The ground bouncecompromises the integrity of the signals by increasing the noise floor

of the input signals to the quadrature mixer. Placing a slotted ground plane below each

lowpass filter would provide betterisolation and minimize the effect of ground bounce.

Observation of the spectral content of the output from the digital-to-analog converter

reveals significant clock feedthrough at a frequency equal to half of the input clock

frequency to the digital-to-analog converter. This feedthrough is not a significant concern

as long as it is filtered out by the lowpass filter following the digital-to-analog converter.

The HPMX-2001 quadrature modulator lacks 50C1 termination resistors at the LO inputs.

This problem was corrected by soldering a 50Q resistor from each LO input to ground.

Finally, the output power of the quadrature modulator is insufficient. The saturated output

power of the modulator is only -5.5dBm. An additional power amplifier is required to

increase the signal power before transmission. Currently an off-board Mini-Circuits

variablegain amplifier (P/N ZFL-1000GH) is being used for this purpose.
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6 Conclusion

6.1. Summary

Society's increasing demands for information exchange anticipate the need for

transceivers whichcansupport manyusers atvery highdata rates. [Sheng961 presents the

system-level architecture of aCDMA direct sequence spread-spectrum transceiver which

is capable of supporting up to 50users each witha 2Mbps data rate. This report describes

the architectural trade-offs and implementation details of designing the transmitter for the

digital communications system presented in [Sheng96].

The transmitter presented in this report is a semi-custom solution consisting of

commercially available components as well as a custom baseband modulator chip

[Peroulas95] fabricated in a 0.8p.m digital CMOS process. The transmitter testboard can

support upto 15 users each witha 1.28Mbps maximum data rate. In addition, thetestboard

can support carrier frequencies in excess of 1GHz. The total power consumption of the

testboard is 12.66W. Since the transmitter resides in the basestation, minimizing power

consumption is not critical.

6.2. Future Directions

As discussed in Section 3.1.2.2.2, incorporation of the digital Hilbert transform within the

baseband modulator chip is the most attractive method for single-sideband upconversion.

This method has two majorbenefits. First, since the baseband signal is modulated to an

intermediate frequency, the resulting signal is less susceptible to DC offsets and low

frequency noise. Second, LO feedthrough in the mixers does not appear in the RF signal

band. This method requires the inclusion of four additional subfilters within the baseband

modulator chip which contributes to the already large area utilization of the modulator
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chip. However, redesigning the baseband modulatorchip using a process with a smaller

minimum line-width mitigates this concern.

Although the transmitter testboard is fully functional at halfspeed, it fails to meet the

originalspecificationof 2Mbps data rate foreachuser. Achieving the desireddataratemay

be accomplished by resizing the clockbuffersin thebaseband modulator chip. In addition,

with access to CMOS processes with continually decreasing line-widths, the 2Mbps data

rate specification becomes a secondary design consideration. In fact, integration of the

high-speed data combining circuitry becomes viable, thusreducing the total testboard area.

Commercially available digital-to-analog converters which operate at256MHz offer up to

only tenbitsof resolution. As detailed in [Peroulas95], atleast twelvebitsof resolution is

required in order to meetthe worst case user power level combination. If this worst case is

encountered frequently, then thecurrent digital-to-analog converters are inadequate and an

alternative solution must be determined.

As enumerated in Section 5.3.2, several errors were discovered on the transmitter

testboard. The most critical erroris the lack of a slotted ground plane below each lowpass

filter. Placing a slotted ground plane below each lowpass filter would provide better

isolation and minimize the effect of ground bounce.

Finally, the current transmitter testboard supports up to only 15users. In order to support

more than 15 users, several baseband modulator chips must be operated in parallel. The

architectural description of a strategy to operate several modulator chips in parallel is

presented in [Sheng96].
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Appendix A

A.l. Description of Transmitter Testboard Input and Output Signals

A.1.1. Power Supply Inputs

Table A-l. Power Supply Definitions

Connector Name Description

C024 vDD 5V supply for the digital section

C025 Vee -5V supply for the digital section

C026 v-rr -2V supply

C027 VEE.DAC -5V supply for the mixed-signal section

C028 VDD.DAC 5V supply for the mixed-signal section

C023 VDD.MIX 3V supply for the analog section

A.1.2. Clock Inputs

Table A-2. Input and Output Clock Definitions

Connector Name Description

CO10 /CLK2E ECL compatible input clock to the digital-to-analog con
verter; for halfspeed operation,/clk2E = 64MHz

C09 JcLK2E complementary input signal of /clK2E

C019 /lo=o° in-phasesinusoidal output clock from the quadratureLO gen
erator and/or input clock to the quadrature modulator

CO20 7lo=o° complementary signal 0^0=0°

C021 /lO=90° quadraturephase sinusoidaloutput clock from the quadrature
LO generator and/or input clock to the quadraturemodulator

C022 /LO=90o complementarysignal offuQ^g^

C017 /lo sinusoidal input clock to the quadrature LO generator

C018 7lo complementary input signal of/Lq
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Table A-3. Clock Control Signals (Connector C031)

Switch Name Description

1 not used

2 not used

3 not used

4 not used

5 not used

6 not used

7 CLKSEL 0: selects CLKPHI for the digital section

1: selects CLKPHI.L for the digital section

8 ECL_RESET 0: normal operation

1: resets the digital section
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A.1.3. Baseband Modulator Chip Signals

Table A-4. Baseband Modulator Chip Inputs and Outputs

Inputs are tabulated in columns one and two, and outputs are tabulated in columns three,
four and five. For detailed descriptions of the input and output signals, please refer to
[Peroulas95].

con C012 COB C014 C015

01: 01: inmsbl 01:ilout0 01:qlout0 01:dbusout7

02: phil 02: inlsbl 02: iloutl 02: qloutl 02: dbusout6

03:reset 03: inmsb2 03: ilout2 03: qlout2 03: dbusout5

04: abusin6 04: inlsb2 04: ilout3 04: qlout3 04: dbusout4

OS: abusinS 05: inmsb3 05: ilout4 05: qlout4 05: dbusout3

06: abusin4 06: inlsb3 06: ilout5 06: qlout5 06: dbusout2

07: abusin3 07: inmsb4 07: ilout6 07: qlout6 07: dbusoutl

08: abusin2 08: inlsb4 08: ilout7 08: qlout7 08: dbusoutO

09: abusinl 09: inmsb5 09: ilout8 09: qlout8 09: abusin6

10: abusinO 10: inlsb5 10:ilout9 10: qlout9 10: abusin5

ll:dbusin7 11: inmsb6 11: H:q2out0 11: abusin4

12: dbusin6 12: inlsb6 12: i2out0 12: q2outl 12: abusin3

13:dbusin5 13: inmsb7 13: i2outl 13: q2out2 13: abusin2

14: dbusin4 14: inlsb7 14: i2out2 14: q2out3 14: abusinl

15: dbusin3 15: inmsb8 15: i2out3 15: q2out4 15: abusinO

16: dbusin2 16: inlsb8 16: i2out4 16:q2out5 16: read

17:dbusinl 17: inmsb9 17: i2out5 17: q2out6 17: write

18: dbusinO 18: inlsb9 18: i2out6 18:q2out7 18:cs_l

19:read 19: inmsblO 19: i2out7 19: q2out8 19: db_write_en

20: write 20: inlsblO 20: i2out8 20: q2out9 20: pnresetj

21:cs_l 21: inmsbl 1 21: 21: inmsbl 21:load_pn

22: db_write_en 22: inlsbll 22: loadmult 22: inlsbl 22: stoppnj

23: pnresetj 23: inmsbl2 23: loadpcw 23: inmsb2 23: stopwalshj

24: load_pn 24: inlsbl2 24: dataclock 24: inlsb2 24: testloadmult

25: stoppnj 25: inmsbl3 25: 25: inmsb3 25: testloadpcw

26: stopwalshj 26: inlsbl3 26: pnsig 26: inlsb3 26: testdcpulse

27: testloadmult 27: inmsbl4 27: pn_allones_l 27: inrnsM 27: testmode

28: testloadpcw 28: inlsbl4 28: 28: inlsb4 28:

29: testdcpulse 29: inmsbl5 29: 29: inmsb5 29:

| 30: testmode 30: inlsbl5 30: 30: inlsb5 30:
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A.1.4. Miscellaneous Inputs and Outputs

Table A-5. Miscellaneous Input and Output Signal Definitions

Connector Name Description

COl VIDAC voltage output of thein-phase digital-to-analog converter and/or
voltage input to the in-phase lowpass filter

C02 VQDAC voltage output of thequadrature-phase digital-to-analog converter
and/or voltage input to thequadrature-phase lowpass filter

C016 VMOD voltage outputof the quadrature modulator

C029 VANT antenna output

R70 RIPOT potentiometer usedto tunethe DC level of the digital-to-analog
converteroutput for the in-phase data

R60 Rqpot potentiometer usedto tune the DC levelof the digital-to-analog
converteroutput for the quadrature-phase data

A.2. Description of Files/Directories

A.2.1. ViewDraw Files

Table A-6. Description of ViewDraw Files

All ViewDraw files/directories are located in /users/dyee/research/transmitter/view-
logic/.

File/Directory Description

viewdraw.ini ViewDraw initialization file which references the necessary design directories

newboard/ directory containing the transmitter testboard schematics and symbols; the
toplevel schematic is named "toplevel"

boardparts/ directory containing the schematics and symbols of components used for the
transmitter testboard

A.2.2. ViewSim Files

Table A-7. Description of ViewSim Files

All ViewSim files/directories are located in /users/dyee/research/transmitter/simulation/.

File/Directory Description

newboard/ directory containing the transmitter testboard schematics and symbols; the
mixed-signal and analog sections are removed since only the digital sec

tion can be simulated

toplevel.vsm input file to ViewSim

toplevel.cmd command file used to simulate the transmitter testboard

libcell.pl perl script used to assign the correct simulation models to testboard com
ponents (courtesy S. Sheng)
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A.2.3. Racal Files

Table A-8. Description of Racal Files

All Racal files/directories are located in /users/dyee/Racal/work/xboardyee/.

File/Directory Description

pcb/xboardyee.pcb Racal file for the transmitter testboard

report/paramit.lst complete listing of transmitter testboard components

rin^xboardyee.frp Racalinput file generated by oct2rinf

A.2.4. Quadrature LO Generator Simulation Files

Table A-9. Description of Quadrature LO Generator Simulation Files

All quadrature LO generator simulation files/directories are located in /users/dyee/
research/transmitter/spice/.

File/Directory Description

ire/ directory containingHSPICE simulation files for various RLC
phase-splitter circuits

polyphase/ directory containing HSPICE simulation filesfor variousasymmetric
polyphase networks

A.2.5. Miscellaneous Files

Table A-10. Description of Miscellaneous Files

File/Directory Description

/users/dyee/research/transmitter/oct/ directorycontaining vb2octand dmoctoutput files;
these files were generated in order to convert the View-

Draw schematics to a Racal input file

/users/dyee/research/baseband/output/ directory containing output data acquired from the
baseband modulator chip

/users/dyee/research/receiver/das/ directory containing output data acquired from the
receiver

/users/dyee/research/receiver/ptolemy/ directory containing Ptolemy facets for generating
spectral outputs and eye diagrams

baseiqnew (on haagendas) DASgeneration/acquisition program used to setup and
acquire data from the baseband modulator chip
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